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Countless individuals have invested themselves into people who've shipwrecked their lives in exchange.
You can stop being a victim and begin enjoying the kinds of healthy, reciprocal interactions everyone wants
and requirements. The Safe People Workbook gives you solid guidance that will help - Correct stuff within
yourself that jeopardize your relationship security - Learn the 20 traits of "unsafe" people - Recognize why
is people trustworthy - Avoid harmful relationships - Form positive associations -- In manageable steps that
promote improvement and inspire self-confidence, Cloud and Townsend assist you to restructure your
approach to human relationships. Henry Cloud and John Townsend walk you through frank, soul-searching
questions into active modification and practical methods for growth. In this companion to Safe People, Drs.
If you're person who has chosen the incorrect people to try or makes the same errors about relationships
again and again, then your Safe People Workbook gives you a hands-on remedy. The Safe and sound People
Workbook may be the most important protection manual you'll ever read!
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Not practical for abuse survivors. Great book Very helpful, not only in deciphering those people who are
unsafe for you but helping one realize why they end up making the same mistakes Navigating this world
friendships the proper way! Helpful and Informative Safe People, Boundaries and Boundaries in Dating
should be required reading for each human person. That is like a reference publication that you will need to
go back to and continue to study. severing. Superb book for helping people from dysfunctional backgrounds
learn where secure relationships are and moreover how they look. Look after yourself. Highly Recommend!
I ordered this book and in addition ordered Boundaries by the same writer.. Excellent book about identifying
and dealing with toxic people Excellent book on identifying and dealing with toxic people. Scanning this
publication provides helped me immensely, it offered me many answers I acquired as to why people behave
just how they do, and why I struggle with that behavior. You don't have to like everyone and everyone won't
like you but it assists you to recognize that that's ok. Browse it in two days between running after my toddler
and packing for shifting. Absolutely amazing Love love love this book! So worth the time and investment!
Grateful I've go through it.It's an extremely comprehensive study of why is people dangerous to others, why
is us pick the wrong people, how exactly to identify and pick the right people and when the interactions are
well worth repairing vs. This is just merely impractical for anyone who provides been tortured by cruel
people. It makes you appear at yourself a lot more than anything to make sure you repair the problem within
1st.It is geared towards Christians and has a lot of Bible references, but whether or not you take the Bible to
heart, the book is totally applicable to anybody who has ever went through a bad relationships and wants to
make sure it never happens once again. Love this book!. I read this book first and it's just what I needed. A
good manual to find people that build you up rather than tear you down. Good directives for everyone. It's
easy to read, lots of examples but not really too much info that you get bogged down in. A good book for
everybody. I'm in my own 60's and my family relationship have been, and are, very dysfunctional. Also tells
how exactly to recognize a secure person and gets into some discussion on boundaries in relationships.
Another great reserve by these authors! However, if you've ever gone through any kind of traumatic
psychological abuse, be warned. This reserve is written clear so you can get it. They are dense with
information and even though I've read them once or twice, there continues to be much to soak up. This book
helps you recognize unsafe behavior in others but by the end it orders you to be "lengthy suffering" and
always work on difficult relationships. I love Townsend and Cloud on Christian radio and being truly a .. Oh
YEAH! I love Townsend and Cloud on Christian radio and being a therapist I love this publication on how
to pick emotionally safe people. They use small vignettes both within their personal lives and professional
lives that illustrate their point. The information was good when it comes to coping with normal, flawed, not
intentionally malicious people. God doesn't want to punish you. Useful insight in picking secure healthy
friendships and becoming a healthy secure person. Every person should read this book. Workbook Design
and I love it! I love this reserve, it's in a workbook style which is super helpful!.! Even with a teaching and
counseling degree, I've learned so much out of this book! Good delivery Pretty good Must read! Highly
recommend! Amazing book! Recommend to people that have constantly had the wrong sort of people and
relationships in their life. Highly recommend! A good manual to find people that build you up rather . When
people with failed marriages go through this it makes sense what they are carrying out incorrect? Will read it
over and over until it is component of me. They did therapy with people in their clinic for 30 years and thos
in therapy still didn't get how to pick safe people within their lives and for a partner. We've 3 copies and talk
about them. What a large amount of heartache and difficulty could be avoided if we studied and used the
information in these books. Love this book This is an eye opening book. Bought a used version and there's
nothing wrong with it. Authors stated they had to write this book because people were just not setting it up
and repeating the same bad choices!
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